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In many domains of cognitive processing there is strong support for bottom-up priority and
delayed top-down (contextual) integration. We ask whether this applies to supra-lexical
context that could potentially constrain lexical access. Previous findings of early context
integration in word recognition have typically used constraints that can be linked to
pair-wise conceptual relations between words. Using an artificial lexicon, we found imme-
diate integration of syntactic expectations based on pragmatic constraints linked to syntac-
tic categories rather than words: phonologically similar ‘‘nouns” and ‘‘adjectives” did not
compete when a combination of syntactic and visual information strongly predicted form
class. These results suggest that predictive context is integrated continuously, and that pre-
vious findings supporting delayed context integration stem from weak contexts rather than
delayed integration.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction gration”, contextual constraints affect the earliest mo-
Spoken word recognition is remarkably efficient. In un-
der a second, ‘‘The doctor treated the sick patient”, is easily
understood, despite the flow of 24 phonemes, selection of
six words from a vocabulary of thousands, and resolution
of syntactic ambiguity at the words sick and patient, each
of which could be an adjective or a noun. The efficiency
of spoken word recognition depends in part on rapid inte-
gration of multiple sources of information. In addition to
the incoming signal, the preceding linguistic context is a
rich source of potential constraints.

One influential theoretical approach posits that contex-
tual constraints serve primarily to evaluate candidate
hypotheses generated from the bottom-up match between
speech and potential lexical candidates. This ‘‘access-selec-
tion” framework predicts that, with the possible exception
of lexical priming, contextual constraints are not immedi-
ately integrated with bottom-up input (Marslen-Wilson,
1987; Marslen-Wilson, 1990). Rather, there is a lag during
which lexical activation depends solely on goodness of fit
to the input. On the alternative view of ‘‘continuous inte-
. All rights reserved.
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ments of processing, with lexical activation jointly
determined by all available bottom-up and top-down con-
straints (e.g., Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 2002).

Dahan and Tanenhaus (2004) reported support for con-
tinuous integration using the visual world eye tracking
paradigm (Allopenna, Magnuson, & Tanenhaus, 1998;
Cooper, 1974; Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, &
Sedivy, 1995). They examined verb-based thematic con-
straints, and found that semantic relatedness between
verbs and subsequent nominal arguments prevented fixa-
tions to context-inappropriate phonological competitors
of nouns. Many other studies support continuous integra-
tion with methods ranging from cross-modal priming
(Tabossi, Colombo, & Job, 1987; Tabossi & Zardon, 1993)
to event-related potentials (Connolly & Phillips, 1994;
Delong, Urbach, & Kutas, 2005; van Berkum, Zwitserlood,
Hagoort, & Brown, 2003; van den Brink, Brown, & Hagoort,
2001; Van Petten, Coulson, Rubin, Plante, & Parks, 1999).
However, constraints in these studies can be linked to
pair-wise conceptual relatedness of words (e.g., verbs and
nouns in Dahan and Tanenhaus (2004). Therefore, such re-
sults might arise from pre-established semantic related-
ness and could be explained by semantic priming. A
constraint tied to more abstract syntactic features might
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Table 1
Artificial lexical items

Noun (shape) Adjective (texture)

pibo pibV

pibe

bupo bupV

bupe

tedu tedi
tede

dote doti
dotu

kag� kagai
kagu

gawku gawk�
gawkai
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be integrated at a different time scale than a constraint
mediated by semantic priming.

Indeed, there is minimal evidence for immediate effects
of syntactic constraints. For example, syntactic contexts do
not eliminate initial priming of an inappropriate sense of a
cross-category homophone ambiguity, such as ‘‘rose”
(Tanenhaus, Leiman, & Seidenberg, 1979), though priming
is limited to context-appropriate senses after a short delay,
consistent with access-selection (see also Swinney, 1979).
However, form-class expectations have limited predictive
power, and stronger context might result in detectably ear-
lier effects (Tanenhaus, Dell, & Carlson, 1987; Tanenhaus &
Lucas, 1987). Shillcock and Bard. (1993) observed that
closed-class words might provide strong predictive con-
straints because the class has few members. They exam-
ined whether items like /wud/ in a closed-class context
(‘‘John said that he didn’t want to do the job, but his broth-
er would”) prime associates of open-class homophones.
They found priming for ‘‘timber” immediately after the off-
set of /wud/ in the open-class context (‘‘John said he didn’t
want to do the job with his brother’s wood”), but not in the
closed-class context. This result held when they probed
halfway through /wud/, suggesting that the closed-class
context influences the earliest moments of lexical access.

Tanenhaus et al. (1979) and Shillcock and Bard (1993)
are both consistent with the continuous integration pre-
diction that top-down information sources have detectable
early impact when they are sufficiently predictive. Such a
reliability-based model of information integration is func-
tionally equivalent to Bayesian inference (Knill & Richards,
1996), where strength of prior probabilities determines
constraint impact. On this view, even though constraints
are continuously integrated, weak constraints may appear
to be integrated late because their effects are difficult to
detect until the bottom-up response is strong (cf. Dahan,
Magnuson, & Tanenhaus, 2001). However, given the speci-
ficity of the Shillcock and Bard materials, tests of general-
ization are clearly desirable.

What might constitute a strong form-class expectation
more general than the closed/open-class distinction? If a
listener hears the word onset ‘‘pur—”, access-selection pre-
dicts equivalent initial activation of purse and purple
(ignoring differences in length, frequency, etc.). If instead
the listener hears ‘‘click on the pur—” in the context of a
display containing a purse, book, cup and shoe, and the
cup happens to be purple, conversational convention
(Grice 1975 maxim of quantity) could lead the listener to
expect the word at this position to be a bare noun; an
adjective is not required for unambiguous reference. But
if the display contained blue and green purses and purple
and yellow cups, ‘‘purple cup” would be much more likely.
However, it would be virtually impossible to assemble a
reasonable number of items from English well matched
within and between form class on frequency, neighbor-
hood, length, semantic features, etc., making this an excel-
lent question to address with an artificial lexicon.

Magnuson, Tanenhaus, Aslin, and Dahan (2003) demon-
strated that artificial lexicons show central signature
effects of real-time spoken word recognition, including
frequency effects cohort and rhyme competition, and
effects of frequency-weighted neighborhood density.
The paradigm has subsequently been applied to a variety
of issues in spoken word recognition and lexical learning
(Creel, Aslin, & Tanenhaus, 2006, 2008; Creel, Tanenhaus,
& Aslin, 2006; Shatzman & McQueen, 2006) and syntactic
processing (Wonnacott, Newport, & Tanenhaus, 2008).

In the current study, participants learned nouns (names
of shapes) and adjectives (textures). Instructions used Eng-
lish context and word order (e.g., ‘‘click on the /pibV/ [adj] /
tedu/ [noun]”). The lexicon (see Table 1) contained phone-
mic cohorts from different syntactic categories (e.g., /pibo/
was a noun and /pibV/ was an adjective) or the same cate-
gory (e.g., another noun was /pibe/).

We created conditions where visual context provided
strong syntactic expectations, but without the pair-wise
conceptual relatedness present in previous studies. We
constructed displays where adjectives were required
(e.g., identical shapes with different textures) or infelici-
tous (e.g., unique shapes, making the adjective superflu-
ous), thus controlling the minimally sufficient set of
words for unambiguous reference. We tracked eye move-
ments as participants followed spoken instructions to se-
lect items in the display. Instructions were always of the
form ‘‘click on the NOUN” (all shapes different, adjective
unnecessary) or ‘‘click on the ADJECTIVE NOUN” (identi-
cal shapes present with different textures, requiring the
adjective for unambiguous reference). If syntactic expec-
tations in conjunction with pragmatic constraints
embodied in the visual display can constrain initial lexi-
cal access, we should observe competition effects only
between cohorts from the same syntactic form-class at
the offset of ‘‘the”. Thus, this study tests whether the
Shillcock and Bard (1993) findings generalize to novel
materials and a finer-grained measure, whether perceiv-
ers can constrain lexical access based on an abstract
expectation generated by the number of nominal types
in a display, and therefore whether and how early con-
text not correlated with pair-wise lexical semantic rela-
tions can mediate bottom-up processing.

2. Experiment

We extended the artificial lexicon paradigm to include
words for adjectives (names for textures) and nouns
(shapes). We exploited the naturalistic visual aspects of
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the paradigm to establish strong pragmatic form-class
expectations. By making contingencies perfectly predic-
tive, we were able to test whether, in an ideal case, lexical
access would be restricted to candidates from the expected
form-class.

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Participants
Fourteen native speakers of English who reported nor-

mal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal hearing
were paid to participate.

2.1.2. Stimuli
There were 18 bisyllabic nonsense words (9 nouns,

referring to shapes, and 9 adjectives referring to textures;
see Table 1) designed to be distinctive but possible English
words. Only three items had English neighbors: tedu, tedi,
and doti had 1, 2, and 3 neighbors, respectively, with
summed log frequencies 4.1 or less (Magnuson et al.,
2003, reported virtually no interaction between artificial
and native lexicons, even when artificial items were con-
structed to be maximally similar to real words).

The auditory stimuli (16 bit, 22.025 kHz) were pro-
duced by a male native speaker of English in a sentence
context (‘‘Click on the /bupe tedu/”). The visual materials
included 9 unfamiliar shapes, generated by randomly fill-
ing 18 contiguous cells of a 6 � 6 grid, and 9 distinctive
textures. Fig. 1 shows the shapes, with a different texture
applied to each. Names were randomly mapped to shapes
and textures for each participant.

2.1.3. Procedure
Participants were trained and tested on two consecutive

days in 90–120 min sessions. On day 1, participants were
Fig. 1. Visual materials. The nine ‘‘nouns” referred to the shapes; the nine ‘‘adj
texture could be applied to any shape, and name-picture mappings were rando
trained first on nouns in a two-alternative forced choice
(2AFC) task. On each trial, two shapes appeared (both solid
black) and the participant heard an instruction (e.g., ‘‘click
on the bupo”). Auditory stimuli were presented binaurally
through headphones. When the subject clicked on an item,
one item disappeared, leaving the correct one and the
name was repeated. Items were not presented on consecu-
tive trials, and were pseudo-randomly ordered such that
every item was presented seven times every 72 trials.
There were 144 2AFC trials, after which noun training con-
tinued with 144 4AFC trials. Throughout, all shapes ap-
peared equally often as distractors.

Adjective training began with two exemplars of the
same shape with different textures, and an instruction
such as ‘‘click on the bupe pibo”. Since participants were
familiar with the shape names, it was clear that the new
words referred to textures. Each adjective was randomly
paired with eight different nouns in each block. After 144
2AFC trials, there were 144 4AFC trials, with four exem-
plars of the same shape with different textures. These were
followed by 144 more 4AFC trials, but with two exemplars
each of two identical shapes, each with a different texture
(requiring participants to recognize both the adjective and
noun).

The final training phase involved two types of 4AFC tri-
als. On some trials, four different shapes appeared. On oth-
ers, two pairs of shapes appeared. On every trial, each
shape had a different texture. On 2-type trials (two pairs
of identical shapes; left panel of Fig. 2), an adjective was
required (and specified) for unambiguous reference (e.g.,
‘‘click on the bupe pibo”). On 4-type trials (four different
shapes; right panel of Fig. 2), adjectives were not required
– each item could be identified unambiguously by shape
name, and only the noun was specified (e.g., ‘‘click on the
pibo”). Using the adjective would violate Grice (1975)
ectives” referred to the textures that could be applied to the shapes. Any
mized for every participant.



Fig. 2. Example displays illustrating the pragmatic constraints imposed by number of nominal types in the display. On the left, an adjective is required for
unambiguous reference. On the right, an adjective (rather than a bare noun) violates the Maxim of Quantity.

Table 2
Accuracy by session

Type First block Last block

2 Noun .70 .96
4 Noun .93 .97
4 Adjectives, 1 noun .88 .96
4 Adjectives, 2 nouns .97 .98
Mixed, day 1 .96 .96
Test, day 1 .98
Mixed, day 2 .96 .96
Test, day 2 .98

Tests are shown in bold.
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maxim of quantity (do not over-specify), which interlocu-
tors tend to observe in natural conversation.

Each adjective was presented eight times per block,
paired each time with a different, randomly selected noun.
Each noun was presented as a target eight times in the 4-
noun trials. Participants completed one block of 144 trials
of this mixed training on Day 1. On Day 2, the training con-
sisted of four more mixed blocks.

Each day ended with a 4AFC test without feedback. We
tracked participants’ eye movements using an Eye-Link
system. There were six test conditions. In the noun/no co-
horts condition, there were four different shapes, and no
shape or texture name was a competitor of the target noun.
The purpose of this condition (and the adjective/no cohorts
condition described below) was to reduce the proportion
of trials including cohort items. There were two critical
noun conditions that included cohorts. In the noun/noun
cohort condition, there were four shapes, and one was a co-
hort to the target (e.g., /pibe/ given the target /pibo/), but
no shape had the target’s adjective cohort texture (e.g.,
the /pibV/ texture). In the noun/adjective cohort condition,
four different shapes were displayed. Noun cohorts were
not displayed, but an adjective cohort was (e.g., /pibV

tedu/). In these conditions, the instruction referred only
to the noun (e.g., ‘‘click on the pibo”).

In the other three conditions, two exemplars of two dif-
ferent shapes were displayed, requiring an adjective for
unambiguous reference. In the adjective/no cohort condition,
none of the distractor textures were cohorts of the target,
and neither were any of the nouns. In the adjective/adjective
cohort condition, one of the non-target textures was a cohort
to the target (e.g., /tede bupo/ given the target /tedi dotu/),
and no noun cohorts of the target were displayed. In the
adjective/noun cohort condition, none of the distractors had
cohort textures, but a noun cohort was displayed (e.g., /bupe
tedu/ given the target /tedi dotu/).

Each adjective and noun appeared nine times as the ini-
tial or only item in the target noun phrase in the test. In co-
hort conditions, nouns and adjectives either had one
competitor in each form class, or two in the opposite form
class. Nouns with noun cohorts appeared in six noun/no co-
hort trials, two noun/noun cohort trials, and once in the
noun/adjective cohort condition. Nouns with two adjective
cohorts appeared in 7 noun/no cohort trials, 0 noun cohort tri-
als, and two noun/adjective cohort trials. The same pattern
was used with adjective conditions (yielding 162 test trials).

2.2. Predictions

A non-linguistic characteristic of the displays provides a
potential constraint on lexical access: 2-type displays (two
instances of each of two shapes, each with different tex-
tures) predict an adjective following ‘‘the”, while 4-type dis-
plays (four distinct shapes) predict a noun following ‘‘the”.
The access-selection framework predicts that this informa-
tion should not initially constrain lexical access (early com-
petition among all bottom-up matches irrespective of form
class). Continuous integration predicts constraint on the
earliest moments of lexical access (constraining competi-
tion to members of the expected form class).

2.3. Results

2.3.1. Training
Accuracy at key points during training and testing is de-

tailed in Table 2. Data from two participants who per-
formed at less than 90% correct on the test on day 2 were
excluded.

2.3.2. Test
Results from the day 2 test are shown in Fig. 3 (critical

noun conditions) and 4 (critical adjective conditions). For



Fig. 3. Fixation proportions over time to noun targets and noun cohorts (top panel) and adjective cohorts (bottom panel). Example images to the left of each
panel illustrate the trial structure. In experimental displays, images were arranged around a central fixation cross and were not presented with text labels.

1 We explored other window sizes and separate analyses of noun and
adjective conditions. We were unable to find parameters that did not
converge with this analysis.
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the adjective/noun cohort condition to require an adjective,
two exemplars of each of two different shapes had to be
displayed. To make the noun/adjective cohort condition
comparable, two items were displayed with textures that
were cohorts of the noun target.

Strong, early cohort effects are apparent in the upper
panels of Figs. 3 and 4 (within-form class competitor con-
ditions) but not in the lower panels (between-form class
conditions). To assess whether cohort fixations differed
from unrelated distractors in each condition, we conducted
an ANOVA on the day 2 test with the following design: 2
(noun or adjective target) � 2 (cohort relevance [same
class as target or not]) � 2 (early or late analysis win-
dow) � 2 (cohort or mean distractor proportion). The anal-
ysis window ranged from 200 ms after target onset
(approximately the earliest that signal driven changes in
fixations could emerge, given 150–200 ms to plan and
launch saccades; Fischer, 1992; Saslow, 1967) and ended
1000 ms later (by which point cohort fixations were in
steep decline for all conditions). Since the crucial question
is whether there was early cohort competition, we divided
that window in half to yield ‘‘early” and ‘‘late windows”.1

The key finding is an interaction of relevance and item that
stems from greater cohort than distractor fixations only in
the relevant cohort conditions (Table 3). This pattern holds
in planned comparisons restricted to the early analysis win-
dow. That is, cohorts were fixated more than distractors only
in the relevant cohort conditions (when the cohort and tar-
get are of the same form class). The fact that this pattern



Fig. 4. Fixation proportions over time to adjective targets and adjective cohorts (top panel) and noun cohorts (bottom panel). Example images to the left of each
panel illustrate the trial structure. In the experimental displays, images were arranged around a central fixation cross and were not presented with text labels.

2 ‘‘Preparedness” could result from a bias towards expected class or
against the unexpected class. See Mirman, McClelland, Holt, and Magnuson
(2008) for simulations of multiple neurophysiologically plausible atten-
tional mechanisms that could influence lexical attention.
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holds even for the early windows suggests that context con-
strains lexical activation immediately.

4. Discussion

Using an artificial lexicon paradigm to precisely control
within- and between form-class similarity for words refer-
ring to shapes and textures, we found strong support for
early interaction between acoustic–phonetic information
for lexical activation and form-class expectations derived
from visually based pragmatic constraints. In contrast to
classic results supporting primacy of bottom-up informa-
tion over syntactic expectations, sufficiently strong form-
class expectations immediately constrained lexical access.
In concert with many findings showing a range of impacts
of semantic context (e.g., Duffy, Morris, & Rayner, 1988),
our results support the continuous integration hypothesis
(Dahan & Tanenhaus, 2004; MacDonald, Pearlmutter, &
Seidenberg, 1994). On this view, it is possible to observe ex-
treme possibilities along an early–late impact continuum
with endpoints that resemble selective access to context-
appropriate items (early) and exhaustive (late) access. Note
as well that immediate effects of context (in the current re-
sults and Dahan and Tanenhaus (2004) entail anticipatory
impact; the apparent complete absence of cross-class cohort
competition requires that the system is prepared for the ex-
pected form class at the onset of the target phrase (else we
should detect at least transient cross-class cohort
competition).2



Table 3
Analysis of day 2 test

Level A Level B F1(1,11) p x2 F2(1,10) p x2

Full analysis
Window Early Late 21.7 .001 .462 11.5 .007 .535

.20 .17
Relevance Relevant Irrelevant 17.0 .002 .400 7.9 .018 .441

.22 .17
Item Cohort Distractor 7.3 .021 .210 5.7 .038 .362

.24 .17
Relevance � item 5.8 .034 .342 8.8 .014 .468
Planned comparisons
Item at relevant Cohort Distractor 11.0 .007 .294 11.1 .008 .527

.26 .15
Item at Irrelevant Cohort Distractor <1.0 1.2 .281 .072

.17 .16
Item at relevant, early window only Cohort Distractor 10.3 .008 .279 7.7 .020 .434

.29 .16
Item at Irrelevant, early window only Cohort Distractor <1.0 <1.0

.19 .17

ANOVAs assessing noun vs. adjective targets (N.S. tests not included), early vs. late analysis windows (200–700 and 700–1200 ms post-target onset), and
cohort relevance (relevant = same form class as target) by item type (cohort vs. mean distractor proportions). Crucially, there are more looks to cohorts than
distractors, and an interaction of item and relevance (the effect of target type was not significant, nor were any other interactions). Planned comparisons
(below) reveal that the interaction stems from greater proportions for cohorts only in the relevant conditions. Additional planned comparisons show this
pattern holds for the early window.
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Our results add to the understanding of context integra-
tion in two ways. First, they show that lexical activation of
items in the display depends not just on static perceptual
properties, but also expectations that emerge based on
an unfolding utterance and visual context (cf. Altmann &
Kamide, 2007). Second, given the similarity of the time
course effects, the complex constraint at work here likely
operates via similar mechanisms as the arguably simpler
conceptual and scene-specific constraints in previous
work (such as scene constraints on syntactic processing
[Knoeferle, Habets, Crocker, & Muente, 2008; Tanenhaus
et al., 1995], and effects of affordances of tools and objects
[Chambers, Tanenhaus, & Magnuson, 2004; Hanna &
Tanenhaus, 2003]).3

Although it will be important to examine whether our
results generalize to natural language materials and more
probabilistic contexts, the current results provide an
important starting point for further explorations of the
time course of context integration using artificial materi-
als, and provide an empirical example of immediate
integration of bottom-up information with top-down
form-class expectations.
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